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ECENT mechanism studies have created interest in the question of the spin mUltiplicity in the molecular fragment, CH2. The case for the singlet state has been argued, giving as evidence observations on the reaction of diazomethane with olefins.1 Quantum-mechanical discussions of the electronic state of CH2 have been either qualitative or used some assumed constant H-C-H angle in the treatment. ' On the experimental side, Herzberg3 has shown from its spectrum that 140° is a reasonable H-C-H angle for CH2 assuming the C-H distance is the same as in CH,. By analogy with CF2 Duchesne and Burnelle' have assumed the ground state of CH2 to be singlet.
The present note concerns a detailed quantum-mechanical calculation, using the LCAO-MO approximation, undertaken to determine if numerical calculations indicate any preference of one state over the other.
The AO's used were C: 2s, 2pz, 2P., 2p. and a Is on each hydrogen. One of the C 2p's may be oriented perpendicular to the plane of CH2, if the H-C-H angle is not 180°. This 2p, therefore, does not overlap any of the other AO's, and a SXS secular determinant must be solved. Symmetry orbitals simplify the actual calculation, of course. All overlap integrals were included in the calculation, including the one between the two hydrogens. The energies of the five nonlocalized MO's were determined for values from 90° to 180° of the H-C-H angle. The diagonal elements of the determinant were assumed to be empirically determined AO energies for carbon and hydrogen, and the off diagonal elements were approximated as:
where Sij is the overlap between the ith and jth AO, and the -10.0 term was used in a crude attempt to include the interaction between an electron associated with one nucleus and an adjacent nucleus. The carbon-hydrogen overlaps were obtained from tables· assuming a C -H distance of 1.09 A. The hydrogenhydrogen overlap changes with the H-C-H angle.
The calculated energies of the three of the MO's are lower than that of the noninteracting 2p (except at 180°). We may consider two electrons in each of these three orbitals and obtain the singlet state. If two electrons are placed in each of the two lowest MO's, one in the third MO, and one in the noninteracting 2p, the triplet state is obtained. Figure 1 shows the singlet and triplet states with H-C-H angle. Both curves include repulsion between the two protons, and the singlet curve includes + 1.3 ev which is the energy difference between the ID and 3p states for carbon, it being assumed that the energy required to pair electrons in the same orbital in CH. is. roughly the same as in carbon. Both curves show a minimum around 160°, but the triplet state has the lower energy. On the basis of this calculation with its assumptions it appears that CR. exists in a triplet ground state; the calculated angle of 160° is not too far from 140°. • G. Herzberg. Revs. Modern Phys. 14. 195 (1942) ; Astrophys. J. 96. 314
(1942).
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• Mulliken. Rieke. Orloff. and Orloff. J. Chern. Phys. 17, 1248 (1949 . We have observed infrared spectra of NMF in the liquid and vapor states, and also in solution, in the range ,...,,320--3600 cm-I • Infrared spectra of NDNMF (liquid and solution) have been obtained in the region ",320--3600 cm-I • In addition, polarized Raman spectra of liquid NMF and NDNMF were obtained in the range 225-3600 em -I, A trans-model having a plane of symmetry was adopted as the most probable configuration of NMF. The observed bands have been assigned on the basis both of their association and deuteration shifts, and the depolarization ratios of the Raman lines, where these could be measured. These assignments for liquid NMF and NDNMF are summarized in Table I . The assignment of the 2877 cm-1 band to the CH stretching vibration is based in part on its large shift upon dissociation (to 2840 cm-I in the vapor state), which is analogous to the behavior of the CH stretching band in formamide.· The band at 778 cm-1 is depolarized in the Raman spectrum and hence must arise from an out-of-plane vibration. It is assigned to the CHrocking mode. This band corresponds to the 765 cm-I band observed· for formamide, which we also ascribe to a CH rocking vibration.
Vibrational Spectrum of N-Methyl Formamide
The band at 618 cm-1 shifts markedly on dissociation, appearing at 576 cm-1 in the vapor state. This behavior, and the fact that this line is polarized in the Raman spectrum, strongly support the assignment of this band to an in-plane vibration involving considerable motion of the carbonyl oxygen atom. This vibration is here referred to as CO wagging, but may equally well be described as a deformation of the NCO angle. The Raman band at 302 em -I is polarized, and is assigned to the other in-plane skeletal deformation mode. The 356 cm-1 band shifts to a lower frequency upon dilution, and is depolarized in the Raman spectrum. These facts support the assignment of this band to the torsional vibration of the two ends of the molecule about the CN bond. This torsional oscillation is largely a CO rocking motion.
A combination band of considerable interest occurs in NMF at 1314 em-I, and shifts to 1119 cm-1 upon deuteration. These bands are attributed to the combination NH (ND) rocking plus CO wagging.
This work was supported, in part, by a grant from the U.S. Public Health Service, which is gratefully acknowledged. One of us (D.E.D.) expresses his thanks for a University Fellowship awarded by the University of Michigan. P REVIOUSLY, two-component systems were studied as mixtures in stoichiometric proportions to give C02, H20, and N2 as products of complete combustion. In order to get more information on the kinetics of the combustion of two-component systems a study of nonstiochiometric mixtures was initiated. Normally the consumption rate increases with pressure according to the relation (1) where C is the consumption rate, P is the pressure during combustion, and k, n, and b are positive constants. During this study it was found that under certain conditions it is possible for n to be negative over a limited pressure region.
Only the 2-nitropropane-95% nitric acid system was used. The purity of materials, the apparatus and procedure used were the same as described elsewhere. l The mixture ratio R was defined by the function 1
R=1+F'
where F is the ratio of the fuel used to the fuel required for stoichiometric ratio to a given amount of oxidizer. The results obtained are shown in Table I . Each rate value is the result of nine independent determinations. The average deviation was approximately ±3%. In the smooth-burning region,! both oxidizer-rich and fuel-rich mixtures have higher consumption rates than the stoichiometric mixtures. Since the surface corrections for these systems were about the same, the same relation should hold for the fundamental burning rate. For mixtures which are far from stoichiometric proportions, the consumption rate becomes less than that of the stoichiometric mixture. Hence, it appears that in the smooth-burning region a plot of R liS consumption rate at constant pressure would show two maxima, one on either side of the stoichiometric mixture. Euston 2 and Davidson 3 made a similar study on the systems nitroethane-nitric acid and acetic acid-nitric acid, respectively. With their systems a plot of R liS consumption rate showed a 
